
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Roofs and Terraces

The terraces and the weight-bearing roofs are solved with the inverted roof system 
that includes among other layers, waterproofing, and thermal insulation by means of 
wooden and concrete pergolas.
The non-weight-bearing roofs are resolved in the same way as those that are weight-
bearing, with the only difference of the finishing material. In this case, the completion 
is with gravel, instead of ceramic flooring.

Exterior Carpentry and Locksmith

Exterior aluminium carpentry with double glazing windows Climalit type or similar 
brand with electric blinds in all windows except for the bathrooms.
Glass and stainless steel railings on terraces and common areas.

Wood Carpentry

Armoured front doors with security lock and iron fittings.
Solid connecting doors with DM core and oak veneer in a natural finish, standard 
hinges, fitted on oak sub-frame.
Closet structures or solid wood panels are placed into the open wall spaces. The doors 
will be MDF sliding doors veneered in natural oak with interior lining. The closets 
have overhead storage, hanging rails, shelves, and drawers.

Flooring and Tiling

Floors of the houses:
- Floors in the living room and bathrooms in natural medium grey veined granite with 
a brick-like honed finish.

Floors in common areas:
- The floors of common areas will be in medium grey natural slate, terrazzo finish.
- Outdoor corridor floors covered in sand/grey coloured gravel.
- Swimming pool area: Tarimatec® synthetic tarmac or similar in wood colour, 
grooved and brushed finish, with anti-slip rows.

Tiling:
-Walls in bathrooms in sand / grey polished concrete or 
porcelain stoneware.



Continuous and Suspended Ceilings

Plaster walls and ceilings with screeded pearlite indoors in a natural finish, both on 
walls and ceilings in rooms where suspended ceilings are not installed.
Plaster false ceiling (or plasterboards Pladur type or similar) in the perimeter of the 
living room and hallways, to install indirect lighting.
In hallways and kitchens, as well as in the areas where it is necessary to conceal some 
installation, a false ceiling of plasterboards (or plasterboard Pladur type or similar) will 
be placed.
In the bathrooms where the indoor air conditioning unit is installed, a false ceiling of 
removable wooden boards will be installed. The remaining bathrooms/toilets of the 
apartment will be covered with a flat false ceiling of plasterboards (or plasterboard 
Pladur type or similar).
All the inner parameters (walls and ceilings) will be painted with interior coloured 
plastic paint.

Kitchen Furniture and Household Appliances

Fully equipped kitchen with high-quality furniture and contemporary design with a 
national granite countertop or Silestone.
Included appliances (oven, washing machine, induction plate, hood, refrigerator, 
dishwasher) Bosch or similar.

Bathroom

All porcelain sanitary elements include the furniture and sink will be from the 
Porcelanosa brand or similar. The fittings will be Roca or similar.
Showers and bathtubs will have a tempered safety glass screen.
Electric towel dryers will be installed.

Air-Conditioning Systems and Hot Water Production

Air conditioning installation with cold/heat pump and indoor unit by duct made

Plumbing Installations with a high-density rigid panel of glass wool coated on the 
outer side to be installed concealed in the false ceiling. Air supply and exhaust grilles 
are included.
Water heating system complying with energy efficiency regulations.



Telephone Installation with Outlets in the Living Room

Installation of video intercom.
USB plugs in bedrooms.
Installation of Voice and Data Wiring.

Illumination

The lighting in the homes will be of a LED type in the following windows:
-    Located on the plaster ceiling in the perimeter of the hallways and main room, as 
indirect lighting.
-    Direct light with a recessed spotlight in the hallway, bathrooms, and kitchen.
-    Courtesy light in outlets and steps (penthouses only).
-    Light regulators (penthouses only).

Common Area Installations

Access by double entry lifts from the garage level to residential areas.
Double-height Infinity pool.
Fire protection system in the garage.
Sectional type door or swivelling gate at the entrance to the garage remotely operated.

GYM

Equipped gym area.
Jacuzzis in the penthouses.

Landscaping and Fountains

Water mirrors and stone seats with olive trees, rosemary, orange trees, Mediterranean 
pine trees, lawn and vegetation of the region.

Exterior Finishes

Stone of the region for wall panelling, slate, and granzon floors.




